INVESTIGATIVE (Thinkers)
People who like to observe, learn, investigate, analyze, evaluate, or solve problems and values being independent and curious

Are you?
Analytical
Cautious
Complex
Curious
Independent
Inquisitive
Intellectually confident
Logical
Observant/precise
Scholarly
Scientific

Can you?
Interpret formulas
Solve math problems
Think abstractly
Understand scientific theory

Like to?
Astronomy
Collect rocks, stamps, etc.
Perform lab experiments
Play computer games
Read scientific journals
Research/analyze data
Solve math problems/puzzles
Visit museums

Where do Investigative people work?
Academic/research
Corporations (biotechnology, etc.)
Healthcare/hospitals, laboratories
Nonprofit organizations
State/federal government
State/federal parks
Think tanks

Where do Investigative people volunteer/intern
Government/nonprofit agencies
(healthcare, laboratories, planning, scientific, research)
Historical Society
Hospitals, nursing homes
Museums/science centers
Research/policy think tanks

What are Investigative career titles?
Anthropologist
Archaeologist
Biochemist
Biologist
Chemist
Computer Programmer
Climate Change Analyst
Crime Laboratory Analyst
Dietitian
Geneticist
Geoscientist
GIS Analyst
Medical Technologist
Meteorologist
Pharmacist
Physician
Psychologist
Soil and Water Conservationist
Veterinarian

Which ASU Majors are Investigative themed?
College of Arts and Sciences
Anthropology
Biology
Chemistry
Computer Science
Criminal Justice
Environmental Science
Fermentation Science
Geology
Geography
Physics
Psychology
Mathematical Sciences
Sociology
College of Business
Economics
Computer Information Systems
College of Health Sciences
Exercise Science
Nutrition and Foods

Which ASU Clubs & Organizations are Investigative themed?
ASU Anthropology Club
ASU Math Club
Appalachian Geological Society
Appalachian Chemical Society
Fermentation Sciences Club
Health Professions Club
Highlands Biology Club
Mental Health Ambassadors
Physics & Astronomy Club